Write a paragraph using concrete nouns and highly descriptive modifiers to describe your favorite vacation, whether you have actually taken it or not. Describe where, when, what, and how. Make sure that your description is vivid and lifelike. Use and underline 5 adjectives, and circle 5 adverbs.

Grading:

Layout: Indent, Strong Margins, Proper paper.

Vocabulary: Avoid repetition of words and pronouns. Use active verbs and colorful nouns.

Word Choice: WC

Analysis: Discuss the question content with strong reasoning (appropriate examples and reasons), with the expected outcome a meaningful conclusion(s).

Paragraph/essay Structure: Develop a work with a strong beginning (thesis), middle (reasoning), and end (meaningful conclusion). Transitions (TR) are necessary to unify the work.

Grammar and Spelling: Avoid sentence fragments (SF), Run-on-sentences (ROS), and awkward language (Rephrase: RP). Verb agreement (AG), pronoun-antecedent agreement (AG), verb tense (tense), and person (person) are all included here.